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About This Game
A classic Christmas tale, with a whole new twist! Help the Nutcracker rescue the princess from the evil Rat King in this
memorable hidden-object puzzle adventure game.
You might be too late for the Christmas Ball, but you're just in time for adventure! The Nutcracker needs your help, and there's
an army of rats running rampant through the kingdom. Luckily, a few cute little sidekicks have got your back. Uncover the Rat
King's evil plot - and find out what created the toothy little monster.
This Collector's Edition includes a bonus game that tells the story of your agile sidekick and his super band of feline fellows.
Other fun extras:
Concept art - some that never made it into the game!
A special "Cat Cave" collection
Achievements under the Christmas tree
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Wallpaper and soundtracks
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Title: Christmas Stories: Nutcracker Collector's Edition
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
Elephant Games
Publisher:
Big Fish Games
Franchise:
Christmas Stories
Release Date: 16 Dec, 2016
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Play as a young invitee to the Royal Christmas Ball, who finds themselves pulled into the tale of the Nutcracker and Princess
Mary. Help the Nutcracker defeat the Rat King and rescue his lady love.
Plot is fun, HO scenes interesting, and the minigames fun.
Buy in the bundle.. Delightfully weird. This game is worth it for the unexpected shifts in tone alone.
I would normally never play a game like this, but after watching the episode of LGR I decided to give it a whirl. The puzzles are
unique and range from extremely simple all the way to a couple that were so challenging I had to skip them out of frustration
(I'm looking at *you*, animal tile puzzle!)
I have a machine with Windows 7 and the game ran flawlessly with the exception of some slow downs and lag when moving
through areas in the bonus content (the regular game ran perfectly.). I guess they finally fixed compatibility issues. Worked just
fine on my setup.
The story is unexpectedly bizarre, most of cliches are kind of there, but placed in a very surreal way. Some scenese are legit fing creepy, like when you see the Professor from bonus chapter, sitting alone in the dungeon with that thousand-yard stare in his
stoned eyes, and you wonder if you're leaving the dungeon alive. Some are pure "why the f not", like the cannon shooting.
Thumbs up if you found it in LGR review.. Bought this during the 2018 Winter Sale because it featured on Lazy Game Reviews
on Youtube.
For the price, it was a pretty good 3 hours of entertainment Not including the "secret" end game bonus chapter)
It's a point and click \/ puzzle game at heart (and not overly challenging).
The bugs other older reviews mentioned didn't occur when I played so it appears they have been fixed.. The look of the game is
very pleasing, quite fun diversion for christmas. It is not very long by its nature but a quality game, interesting story. Would
recommend.. Still doesn't work in Windows 10 - right half side of the screen is black. Tried the Windows 10 compatibility
troubleshooter and a lot of variations but couldn't get it to work. Will try to return it I guess.
(Came here from the awesome LGR review)
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